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ABSTRACT

isperformed

‘rh. ==+i.

rtmin a“d the eq. ations of nwtio”

A at.dy of the dynmic, response of offshore towers
to wind-generated random . . . . . waves is presented, The
.nalysis is performed in the frequency domain and the
eq.at ions of motion are solved using equivdmt linearization techniques. Two methods of reliability analysis are
comidered in this study : A statistical fatigue damage
analysis using the American Welding Society model (bigb.
cycle fatigue analysis) to demonstrate the influence of the
design stress 1.,.1 for fatigue-critical members cm tbe fm
tigue reliability and a firsfipasmge failure probability with
periodic inspections. For the latter, a crack growth analysis i, performed .,ing the fracture mechanics method

alent li”earizatio”

techniques.

ysis i. per form.d sing

in tbe frequency d.-

are salved .,i”g

Then, a crack gmwtb an .1.

the fracture me.banics

method to

estimate propagated crack size and corresponding
strength under random

as a function

and other parameters of redundancy
dundant (with crack-stoppers)
strength is established,
rate of upcmssing
stress pmce-.
computed

design,

size

0...

the residual

the failure rate is evaluated as the

of the residud strength by the random

The probability

of struct . ..1 fail”m is then

on the basis of this failure rate tak,ng the i“-

following shcmld be acknowledged
with the fatig.~related

In order to assess thereliability
and durability
ofam

of cruk

The

in tbe case of a re-

spection procedures into consideration.
INTRODUCTION

rwidu al

service load ing conditions.

residual strength is obtained

to estimate the propagated crack size and corresponding
resid”.al strength under random service loading conditions.
The effect of periodic inspection is very important if a fa.
tigue crack already exists. It is also shown that there is
always a limit in the number of inspections beyond which
no significard improvement can be achieved,

equiv.

Multi-critical

locz.tie”

(1) This paper deals

impec,ticm for a single location.
problems are an i“temsting

mbject

existing
structure,
the statisticrd
distribution
ofeachof

of f“t”re

factors, such as service loading,
thesignificant
influencing

etatw may produce a significant amount of failure dam.

str.ct”ral

.8..

performance paranmtem of the nmteriaf w well

as of the fabricated

structure,

environmental

conditions,

research.

At this point, the

(2) In some cases, the operational

However, the primary

introduce

sea

purpose of this study is to

impection

procedures

into reliability

charinspection and repair pmced”res mustbe adequately

Hence, tbe rmalyicd

procedures

developed

acterized.

considered only the stress arising from a stormy sea state,
although the stress due to an operational

In thispaper,a studyof tbe dynamic responseof

.1s. be incorporated

offshore
towerstowind-generated
random oceanwavesis

77

i. a similar fashion.

analysis.

i“ this pzper

sea state can

-..

.

To estimate the probability
offatigue
failure,
a second approach is .1s. incorporated

for illustrative
purpcses.

water dispbmed by the structure, A = diagonal nmtix indicating area projected i“ direction of flow, kM = empirical

herein
A statistical
fatigue
damage analysis
ispresented

coefficient of inertia i“ the rrmge 1.4- 2.0 for linear wave

AWS model (h,gh-cyde fatigue analysis). Nu-

theory, kD = empirical coefficient of drag in the range 0.5

using the

merical examples have been worked out to demonstrate

-0.7 also for linear wave theory (Pmzien et al., 1972), V,+

the influence of the design stress level for fatigue critical

= vectors of horizontal acceleration

members on the fatigue reliability.

particle% respectively
dkplacement,

STOCHASTIC

ANALYSIS

cm

OFFSHORE

STFWC.

TURES

spectively,

and velocity of wave

and U, i, ii = vectors of horizontal

velocity

and acceleration

of structure,

re-

The IAl symbol refers to the absolute vtlue of

A. From Eq, 1 it is clear that the nonlinearity is caused
by tbe velocity term. Now letting r = v - u, Eq. 1 can be

A 1075 ft (327.7 m) offshore tower hIyzed f.r Wav.s under fully- deyel.ped

been an..

sea conditions

mwrittm

as

for

which the wave height spectrum specified by Pierson and
(M+
Moskmvitz

is used (Pierson

& Mmkowitz,

analysis is performed by mea”.
techniques (Malhotra

Ymg & lleudenthal,
equations
main.

1S69; Okurnum & Nish.
1986, Penzien et al., 1972;

1977) en that the original mnlirmez

of motion cm

be solved i“ tbe frequency d-

The nordinearities in tbe system are due to drag

forces arising from wav-stmct.m

C*+

CD;I;I

+Kr

= M+ + C+ +Kv

The wind-induced

(2)

storm waves are modeled as stationary

G auesia”random processeswith zero mean and finite
du.
ratio”.This indicates that the wave height and the

water

Particle
velocity
arealsostationary
Gaussim random pro.
.e.mea.
In orderto completely
definethem,we usetheir
1985).
P.wersp..tral
densities
(Paliou
& Sbinofi.ka,
study, the P,erson-Mcmkcwitz
the present

interaction.

The structure shown in Fig. 1 is idealized as a discrete
mass system.

CM)i+

The

of eqnivrdmt Iinearizatim

& Penzie”,

ioka, 1974 Pdiou & Shimx.ka,

1964),

In

one-sided wave

height spectrmn hm been wed,

It is assumed that the platform is above the

sea surface, the tower is fixed on the ocean floor and the
vertical structural

displacements

S..(.)

ezp –Pl
[

= +

are negligible.

The equ.atio”a of motion for a discrete mass system
can he written as (Mdhotm k Pem.ien, 1s69):

L
(w+)’]

where CXl,@l are mmdimemimal
ity accderatim

md

O<”<m

mmt.nts,

(3)

g is the grw-

W the average storm wind velocity

at 64 ft ( 19.52 m) above the water surface. A plot of the
spectrum for two different V.lWS of wind velocity

Mii+c*+Ku

=cM(?-fi)+

CD(+-ti)l+-fil

(W =

(1)
25 ft[sec

[7.6 m/see] and 75 ft/sec

[22.9 rn/see]) is give”

where C = st r.ct urd damping matrix in air, K = stiff.

in Fig.

..ss of the structure, M = diagonal matrix of tbe lumped

force increases significantly when the average wind veloc-

masses, CM = p k~V,

ityW increases, whereas it is negligible
when W isbelow

CD = p kDA, p = mass density

of the water, V = dkzgonal matrix indicating volume of

2.

Under storm waves, the effect of the drag

50 ft/sec
(15,25
rn/see).

NUMERICAL

The wave analysis performed in the present study .s.s

EXAMPLE

the assumption of small amplitude (Aky) theory implying
that the fluid is inviscid, incompressible

and the ratio of

The geometrical and material properties of the tower

wave amplitude to waw length is mnall.

are given i“ Table 1. ‘Furthermore, the statistical parame-

To linearize Eq. 2 (Penzien et al., 1972), we rewrite

ters a, and e, appearing in the Piem.on-Moskowitz

spec-

trmn have been taken as 0.0081 and 0.74, respectively.

it, using r = v - u, in the form

The mass demity of the water, p, is 2x 10-s kipswc2/ft4
(M+

CM)ii+~ti+KU

=CMV+C+

(l.o3

(4)

kPawc’/m%)

.32.2 ft/sec’

and the wcderatim

of gravity, g, is

(9.8 rn/sec z). The empirical coefficimts

of in-

where
ertia, k~,

CD< ; C,j+i

Clj =

~,,=

P

0.7, respectively.

Ci,+CD,&,,

ti=LZ-iV

Using modal decomposition,

u = @Y,

q

(6)

wed to

The modal damping ratio f.,

computethe stmc,tuml damping matrix (Eq. 13)

The standard
MY+

COY+

K”Y=P”

ments md

(7)

associated

where
= ~Tm@

velocity

= generalized maw matrix (dia~onal)

=

@TK@

=

generalized

(diagonal)
Co

=

OT~*

=

stiffness

velocities

of the structural

are dmpl.yed

in Figs.

displace-

3. and 3h,

with the different values of the average wind

of the deck displacements

and deck velocities

matrix

for the five examined values of windspeed w are given in

(9)

Table 2. These results have been confirmed using the time

generalized damping matrix (not

diagonal)

deviations

W. Tbe seven natural frequencies a“d standard

deviations

(8)
K,

which is

is taken to be 5?A

4 yields to the

following

M.

and of drag, kD, were assumed to be 2.o and

(5)

domain (Monte Carlo) analysis

(lo)

performed in Shinozuk. et

.1., 1977.

P” = @T(CF./J + C+) = generalized force vector

The iterative process involving (a) the linearized and

(11)

(b) the uncoupled

damping

matrices,

converges rapidly

C = M@<@TM

(12)

requiring three to four and two to three iterations, respec-

(.=*

(13)

tively.

The essence of the approach in to alter the damping
coefficients

in an optimal

manner by minhnizing the .v-

emge mean square error.

The iterative solution process

cowerges

PROBABILITY

OF

FATIGUE

FAILuRE

-

DAMAGE

ANALYSIS

rapidly and the mnvergence depends up m the

severity of the “onlinearities.

The .tatietic.sl

variability

volved in offshore construction
a probabilistic

appmacb

of rrrmt of the factors i.makes it necessary to use

to fatigue analysis and design.

The purpose of this section is to present a fatigue analysis
technique to estimate the probability
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of failure of offshore

stuct.res

where C is a constant depending on tbe particular design

in deep water (i.e., over 1000 ft [305 m]) under

of the member and the tower.

severe storm wave, (Yang, 1978; Yang, 1979).
The occurrence

rate ~,

base shear force is b% of the total weight of the stmctw>.

AS-

Then C can be computed

s.me that in the time interval (O,t), there are N mmnber
of st mm.

Once the storm occurs, the wind-induced

tbe.t the design

nominal stress is a% of the yield stress and the applied

of . storm wave is modeled m a hc-

IKIogenmus Poisson process with occnrmme

Ass”me

by

storm
(17)

wave is modeled M a G aumian random pmwas with zer~
mean and finite duration.
ako a random mriable

The duration T of each storm is

with expected value T and coeffi-

cient of variation VT. The Piemcm-Moskmvitz
spectrum

Let y(j)

wave height

variable with log-normal

be the absolute

lute ..1”.

and is a random

S(t).

of the j-th local extrem.m

density fumtion

=..=P[.0,5(’0,(C,;:
-PW)2]

K,=

(14)
density function

fw (y) of W h=

derived from the statistical distribution
pected mmim.m
tion of Y,,,,

of tbe hotspot stress

Then y(j) is related to h(j) through the relationship

= &awg

The pmhability

value of the j-tb local ex-

tremum of the nominal stress Y(t) and h(j) be tbe abs~

given by Eq. 3 is used. The storm wind veloc-

ity W varies from one storm to mother

h(v)

where OF = yield stress and G = total structural weight.

wave beigbt Y,-.

where K, = stmas concentratim

hem

2.5 and K-

of the annual ex-

The distrib”ti,m

i“ the North Sea is characterized

(19)

K,. Kw

factor i“ the range 2

= fatigue strength red.ctim

factor due to the

notch at the weld toe. Kf depends on tbe geometrical con-

f“”=.

figuration of the joints and lies in the range 3.6

(MwMe,

by a log1S64). An Y(t) and S(t) are random p,OC,SS=, m are thek

normal distribution,
Fmdenthcd,

and W is related to Y ~m (Yang &

1977% Yang & Fre”denthal,

extreme point processes y ~ ) and h(j). For the estimation

1977b) by

of the fatigue life of offshore platforms,

“J’C’W’+N%2’15)
The b-e

shear force Z(t)

of the offshore structme

S-N fatigue .wve

Its standard

from tbe st atistks

deviation

o,

of the str”ct”ml

(W)

It is expressed ?.s
(20)

where b = constant parameter md K = random variable

can be mmp”ted

respom.

wed.

(AS)’ N = Zf

is a

Gaussian random procem with zero mean and finite d..
ration.

is c.m.nly

the cimracteristic

to ZCount for the statistical

(Palicw k

(Marshall,

variation of the fatigue data

197& Nolte & Hansfmd,

197% Wkmhing

et

Shinozuka, 1986). The strms at the hotspot (fatigue criti-

al., 1977; Wimch@

cal point) dmoted

equal to twice the strew peaks m trcmghs since Eq. 20 is

water suface

by S(t) for members below -26 ft of the

is produced

mainly by tbe random vibra-

obtaimd

md Ye.o, 1976).

from test results under mmta.t

tion of the tower, The mxninal stress Y(t) in the member

ing. The fatigue damage d“.

connecting to the botapot cm he related in approximatim

by D; is

to tbe base shear force Z(t) by the following relationship
(Nolte k Hansford,

_
D’=~&–

1976; Wimching et al., 1977)

z(t)

2

(16)

so

amplitude load-

to the i-th storm, denoted

~.,,5
i=,

(2Kf)~ K-1

Y(t) = c

AS = stress range

“
xlYti)lb
j=,

[W)]’_
2

(21)

and f,(b)
where T = duration
of thestorm,u. = thefund~en.

is a function of b (Cranddl

et al., 1962).

Fatigue failure is assumed to occur when the total

tal natural frequency and NJ = the total number of half-

cumulative

CYCI.S per storm,

generally between 0.3 and 1.6. It h= heen shown that 6

T and therefore NJ are random ,ari.

able,

is a
The

total
fatigue dama.~e in a service intewd

(O,t)

denoted by D(t) is obtained using Eq. 21,

damage D(t) exceeds a certain value 6. 6 lies

random variable following a log-normal distrib”tio”

with 8 and Vs being the mean value and coefficient of
variation,

respectively.

D(t) is also assumed to follow a

N

D(t) = ~

D, =(2 K,)’

K-l

L

(23)

log.mrnml

distribution.

,= ,
Hence, the pmbahility

where

of failure F’f (t) can he ob-

h’NJ1

EZ-;IY(JI’
,=1,.=,

~=

(24)

= :Q.

where N is a random “ariahle following the P.kson

distri-

tained as

P,(t)

= P[D(t)

(

> 6] = Q -

bution denoting the number of storms in (O,t).

SinceK-l

and L are statistically

independent

W+$’h+vd
(31)

ranwhere

dom variables, the expected damage D(t)

and coefficient

(33)
of variation VD(t)

are obtained from Eq. !33 as

D(t) = (2 Jf,)b

KT1 .1

(25)
NuMERICAL

vD(t) =

[v;

+ v:

+ v;

%1

EXAMPLE

(26)

where

The same deep offshore tower anatyzed before has

Jz=-ftcz

(27.)

VL=E%

(27b)

v?

analysis.

The variance matrix of the shear forces and the

values of the standard

Following the analysis of Yang (1978), D(t) and VL(t) can
he easly obtained

been ueed herein i“ order to perform the statistical fatigue

ea

u,(W)

deviation

of the base shear force

for various storm wind velocities

computed

(Palim

& Shhmz.ka,

1986).

W, can be eaqily
The damping co.

efficient f, associated with each vibrational

mode is take”

m 5%. The total weight of the structure is G = 107,907
kips (480,453 kN) and the f“ndarnentat
v:

l+[v’+v~+v~v~l}tt)

ww frond to be u. = 1.155 rad/,ec,

,(I + W&(b)

=

{

(29)

~ + v,
.

=

fra?(w)fw(w)dw
[~om‘!(w)

fw(w)

(30)
dw]’

10-11

and V+

values are used:
= 20%.

factor K, is considered

freqm”cy

(0.184 Hz).

For the AWS fatigue model (Ymg,

ing parameter

where

nat”ml

1978), the follow.

b = 4, K=l

The fatigue strmgtb

= 9.302 x
reduction

tobe 4.o, the yield *tress is o, =

where T, V= are tbe expected value and coefficient of vari36 ksi (0.248 MPa) and an average storm duratim
at:or, of storm duration, f is the damping coefficimt

of four

asshours together with the me fficimt of variation 20% is med

ciated with the vibration of the first mode of the structure

— —.

forillustrative
p.rpcees,
i.e.,
‘T= 4 hoursand VT = 20%,

The expected

m,rnber of upcr.amings per unit time,

Itisfurtherassumed thatthe values$ = 1.0and V6=

denoted by v:(W)

0.3.The occurence
ratev ofstormisequaltounity,
since

tigue critical point, with standard deviation us ( W), over

we usedthedistributions
functions
oftheannualexpected

a strength level R is

for the random stre-

S(t) of the f-

rnaxirn”rn
vm.veheightY,-. The statistical
parameters
of
V,,R,W)

= +..ZP[-*]

(33)

thelog-normal
dktrib”tion
function
ofYl,,,
forthe North
1977.)areequaltoPW.= 2.841
Sea (Yang & Freudenthal,

where

and ow = 0.1.Furthermore,
sincewe “e.ed
thesame wave

.S(w)

= rffc.,

(34)

(w)

parameterscq
heightspectrumas before, thestatistical
u, is the apparent frequency of S(t), C is given in Eq. 17

and ~, remainedthesame.Inthepresent
~dy,k ,theccand Kf in E+

19.

efficiemt
ofvariation
V. oftheb-thpowerofc,(W) (Eq.
Since the response

30)h= been fcmnd to be mrprisingly

large, V.

spectrum

SSs (w,W)

is narr~-

= 1.67.

oftherespon=ofdeepoffband, the apparentfrequency
This can be explained by the fact that the dispersion

of

shoretowerscanbe approximated
by tbefundamental
fre
the base shear force is magnified by the power law b of

q.ency%of thetower.Theexpectednumber ofupcrcae
the characteristic

S-N curve (Yang, 1978).

i“gsperstonnisobtainedby
Finally, the probability
five years of service

of fatigue failme for twenty-

life associated

with vmiom

design

V+[~, = /-[/mV:(R,W)fW(W)
00

nomimd stresses and variom applied base shear forces, is

Since we aredeali”g

shown in Fig. 4,

pected

maximum

dWjt,T(t)dt

with storms cawing
wave height,

(35)

the ammal ex-

the occurrence

rate of

storms is eqwd to unity, i.e., me storm per year. ThereRELIABILITY
TURES

UNDER

ANALYSIS
RANDOM

OF

OFFSHORE

LOADING

STRUC.

AND

fore, Eq. 35 Eivesthe expected ””mberof”pmmbgs

PER1OD1C

service year. This asmrnptim

1NSPECTIONS

study ,inceit

maymmlt

per

has to be revised in futme

i“ an “nconservative

-timakof

fatigue performame.
Fatigue damage is revealed in a structure by the initiation of a visible crack.

The time t to crack initiation

It has been a practice to P*

riodically inspect fatigue-sensitive strwtures

is assumed

to be a

random variable with a density function following a tw~

in order to

pmameter

Weibull distribution

detect wch cracks and to repair or replace cracked comfc(t)= (;)(;)”-’.=/’-(;)”]
ponents.
structures

under random loading and period,.

is of practical import.mce.

where aistheshape

inspection

discussed in the f.llowing

1971).

is emphasized, the

is equally

parameter and @the scaleparameter.

a and j3 may be estinwted

Althrmgh the application of re-

liability anafysis to offshore str.ctmes
appro=h

(36)

Hence, the refinability WFJYSb of fatigu-.ensitive

If test test remits

estirnztedfmrn

applicable to

from test remits

(Eggwertz,

are not available,

j3 may be

the S-N cm-w and the mmmlativedanmge

hypothesis.

other fatigue-sensitive structures (Shinm.ka, 197q Yang

Fractme mechanics theory is applied to cracks of de-

& ‘Tmpp, 1974).

82

tectable

cracks for the purpose of determining
sim under a stress history.

Design

Crack-Stopper

size initiated at a certain time or to preexisting
their pr.opa~e.ting

In order

The power law formula of

to prevent

the reduction

of the critical

crack pmpa~aticm under Gaussian random loading which

strength
from reaching m excessive level, a mmrnm prac-

b= bee. verified experimentally

tice is to introduce

1965; Riceet

(Paris, 1964; Rice&

crack stoppers in the Amcture.

The

strength
ofthesestructures
dependson theparticular
de-

al., 1%5) will be.sed

signmd the residual strength shmld

da
= D(AK)’
z
where da/dn

Beer,

be determined

by

(37)
individual

= the rate of crack propagation

per cycle, s

mmfysis and testing.

The residual strength af-

ter t“ service years is assumed to be

= the crack size, AK = the range of stress intensity factor,
R(tn)

= & [1 -

(1 -<)

(~)’”]

(42)

and D and b = material constants.
The expected value of the b-th power of the range of

related to the expected

stress intemity factor, AKb, can be

where as = rnaximwn allowable crack size and f = rnaxirnum allowable atremgth reduction factor at crack size .,,

value of tbe b-th power of the rise and fall of the stress

0<

f <1.

S(t) andcrack length a as follows

Trapp (1974) to exhibit the trend of limited data give” i“
Hardratb

AKb = alSb

(The abow

k Whafey (1957] and Snider et al. (1972)).

(38)
Failure

Ifthe.stress

process S(t) isa Ga.ssian

mean and standard
thek-th

deviation

equation was proposed in Yang &

process with zere

us, tbe expected

value of

power of the rise and fall of the ra.dompmcess

occms

strength R(t.) denoted by a,
rmdmn

wbm

the residual

in exceeded by the applied

stress, Then the problem is essentially that of a

first-passage probability
old.

Sb(t) can be written as

of the structure

The expected

with a variable twc-sided thresh-

failure rate h(t.

,R,,) or risk functim

associated with this first-passage problem cm be approxS’

= A(2Kf)t

= A(2cs)’

C’/-c:(w)fw(w)dw
o

imated by (Lin, 196~ Sbimz.ka,

1976)

[39)
where A can be determined

either by using the approx-

imate analytical

proposed

techniques

in R,..

and Beer

fn this investi@ion,

the initial “Itinw.te

(1965) and Yang (1974) or hy the method of Monte Carlo

therefore the msiduaf stre@h

simulation

dom variables.

Sbirmz.ka,

(Shhmzuka
1974).

md

Jm,

Integrating

1972; Shbmzuka,
Eq.

1972;

37 from the initial

crack sim m to a(t) after t ,ervice years md usi”~ Ecp.

stmmgtb and

are considered normal mn-

The demity fmmtim of the i“itid

ultimate

strength (mean Ro and coefficient of variation VE ) is given
by

38 and 39, we obtain

f,. (.) . ~
a(t) =

6VIZR0

(40)

(l-a:;oSbDt)

Considering

in which NO is the number of cycles per storm (or per
puted by
year)
No=.

P=~.

P

(41)

VRRO
-p [–0.5( -%21

this fact, the risk function b(t.)

(44)
can be com-

—

m > 1/5 for more crude ND I techniques, a, = minimum
= *~”~”ezp,.o.5%.

h(t,,)

crack size below which a crack cannot be detected
fw (w) dw d.

0.5(~)’]

(45)

the particular

where

technique wed,

.,

= maxirmrn

crack six. beyond which a crack can always be detected
by the mm.

The purpose
pm-existing

of inspection

uncrzk.ed

is to detect

cracks in the structural

before cracks become

strmgth

detection

with

critical,

components

their designed

(1976),

M that,

they can be replaced

to e“dum

Following,

the fatigue and

components

probability

of inspecting

(1974)

Sbino..ka,

for the development

let PO be the pmhability

of

of failure of the

tower within the intended service life T with no inspec-

initial

tion.

The”,

msumi”g

be a ,mdom

of detecting a fatigue cracl at a struc-

t“rfd detail durin~ a rigorous inspection

k Shtnozuka (1986),

Paliou

Yang & ltapp,

this section,

by

at least at the time of replacement.

The probability

technique.

the time to to crack initiation

variable with a probability

fc (to), the pr.b.bility

depends on the

this cracked detail and the res.

P,

= 1-

olutio”
capability
oftheparticular
inspection
technique.

..f failure C=

ezp[-Th,
-

to

density function

be expressed an

- (i’’/@)”] -

~T,C(t)eZP,-th,

-H(T-t),

dt (4’3,

Typic~ presently
usedNDI ~chniqu~ include
delta=~,
where ho is the expected failure rate corresponding

to the

shearwave ultrasonic,
magneticparticle,
X-rayand magthreshold RO or ho = h(to) in Eq. 46, fc(t)

is given in Eq.

neticrubber(MRI) methods.
36 and

DefineU1 as theprobability
ofinspecting
. cracked

.4(,,,)

detail
and U2(a)astheprobability
ofdetecting
a crackof
sizea.Then,theprobability
ofdetecting
a crackofsizea

ksurne

during a rigorcm

inspection

impec.tim

cm be obtained by

= /’”h(t)dt
o

mow that the structme

(50)

is mbjected

to a rigorous

at tbe end of TO service years. The probability

of failme P(j) within the [ O, jTc,] interval ~-l impectiom)
can then be obtained from
where it was ammned that U, and U,(a)

are independent.

Since, at this time, the information

on the probabil-

+$/T”~ij[t)f~[(i-l)T.
;=, o

p(.i)=p~

ity of U I is limited,
=

1, i.e., every critical

detail will be inspected.

Based

on the experimental

and empirical

detection probability

U!(a) may be constructed in the fol-

lowing feshion (Yang & Frmdmthal,

“omka

1977b).

and the mmph..ted

ex-

(1986).

NUMERICAL

EXAMPLE

a<.,

W(.) = [(.– .,)/(., - a,)]’”
=1

1/8 < m

and i=1,2,...l-l

(51)

pressions for p; and qi~ (t) can be found fi pafiou & Shi-

results, however, the

=0

where

where j=2,3,...

it is assmned in this study that U,

+t]d*

a, S a S a,

(48)

A numerical example i. carried out using the crack
i“itiati.an

0,<.

< 1/5 for accmate

NDI tedmiqm.s,

model

““der

shows the parmeter
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crack-stopper

design.

Table

3

,P.1”.s wed for the numerical com-

-.

~“-”

putation.Some ofthesevalues
areassigned
on thebasisof

itativechamges if one or a few of these asmmptims

experimental
evidence,
otbem arechose”tobe consistent

altered or removed.

with conve”tio”dstatic
designpractice
and still
others

pile-str.cture

areo“ the basis of engineering j.dgmmt.

a firm soil foundation

For simplicity of the amdysis, the soil-

interactim

has bee”

neglected, considering

md no pile failure.

action can be taken into consideration,

The cracJ size and the residual strength as a func-

Such an inter-

h“t the cmnputa-

tion of time t after crack initiation U. plotted in Fig. 5.

tion for the structural

The cmditicmal

involved, as the int eracticm is genmally nonlinear.

failure rate h(t) as a function of time t

after crack initiatim

a“d its appmximatim

are displayed

tmgethtr with the cumulative failure rate H(t) in I@.
P(j) is plotted

vs.

specticms i“ Fig.

of in.

7. Finally, the failure probability

P(j)

for the design service life vs. the nwnber of inspections

response will hecmm

much mom

The results of tbe fatigue damage analysis displayed

6.

design service life md “umber

were

in Fig.

4 dearly

indictte

damage and probability

that the expected

cmrmlative

of fatigue failure increase as the

design nominal stress, for a given applied base shear force,

is

increasw.

give. in Fig. 8.

Also,

average cmnul.tive

for a given design norni”al

stress, tb e

damage and the probability

of failure

decre?se w the applied base shear force increases (Fig. 7).
CONCI.US1ONS
These results are consistent with those d,splqed

i“ YarIg

(1978).
TWO methods

of reliability

malysis

have been preThe resnlt, of the second reliability analysis rmtbod,

sented in this study: A statistical fatigw? damage analysis
i.e., first exmrsion
and a first p~age

probability

with periodic

are ahmvn in Figs, 7 and 8. As expected,
tions.

impectiom,

failme probability with periodic impac-

To compute

the stmctuml

tbe probability

responses, a mrdinear
of fail me increases as the design service life increenm. It is

dynamic

an.ly,~

in the frequency

hy mean, of .q.ivAent

lime~i,ation

dom~n

iS performed

techniques.

importmt

to note that tbe mrve for the failure pmbabl

Tbe nO.ity under m inspectim.s

limar drag effect is important

and if it is neglected,

consists of two segment,.

in the

the
first eegrnmt, the failure rate is essentially bo as it takes

design w.mld be .nmnservative.
.PPrOximateb
It is shown in YarIg & Fre”denthd

(1977.)

six year. f.,

a fatigue crack to reach tbe

that for
rmximwn

allowable crack size .$

(Figs.

5 a“d 6).

Tbe

deep offshore e.tructuxes (i.e., over 3W ft [91.5 m]), storm
effect of periodic impectiom
waves dornin ate the design criteria,

compared

is very little i“ this first seg-

to earthment for the propose

of improving

the reliability

of the

quake loading or tbe jointoccurrenceof both. For shorter
stmct.
structures,

the importance

of earthquake

r.. 1“ the second segmmt,

inspections
petted

to increase,

but this is a mbject

tbe effect of periodic

design is .x.
is very important

as tb e fati~w crack already

for further in.
exists.

Detection

and repair of cracked dete.ils improve

vestigation.
dramatically
In the development

of the present reliability

a,naly-

vice time.

ses, various assumptions have bee” made hut it is believed
thzt tbe results presented herein are represmtative,

tbe reliability of tbe stmct”re

at a later ser-

However, it is clearly show.” i“ Figs.7 a“d 8

that no significant improvement

can be achieved by an ex-

and
cessi~e number of in,pectiom

thm setting a lbnit at twenty

it is not expected that these res.lta wrmld undergo q“e.1.
inspections,
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Comparing the results of the two methods for a de-

Structures Due t. Ocean Waves,” OTC 2606.

sign ~ewice life of twenty-five years, the following ohwrvation is made.

T. and Nkhioka,

associated

with the

Offshore Structures

fatigue damage analysis, results in a probability

of failure

tim

1.2x 10-’

The first method,

9. Ok”mma,

for an applied base shear force equal to 0.2 G

and a design rmmi”al stress equal to 0.45 c,.
mm.

design pa.ametem,

by the second method,

ated with tbe probability
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TABLE ,.

r
Ii+

[

was,

Depth
z

1

-75

2
3
4
5
6
7

:
205
403
6cm
8W

M
330
101
146
383
537
665
11’31

Inertia
Cf.1

DraK
CD

0.0

0.0
20.5
27.2
46.9
64.8
69.8
88.2

1
115.0
187.5
471.0
757,0
981,0

Volulm

v
28750
46875
117750
189250
245250
448750

m

Area
A

756,0 622.0 531.0
622.0 568.0 491.0
531.0 491.0 464.0
374,0 357.0 344.0
210,0 209.0 207.0
98.2 102.0 105.0
30.8 33.6 35.8

at to
Crackaim initiated

14643
19429
3350+3
46286
49857
83071

Materialconstant
Power incrackprop.law
Parmr,eter
in Eq,.16-17

Fnndanwntd natural
frequency
A,era& stormduration

Design
service
fife
M.?..
value
of“k.strength
strength
C.O.V.
OFull:matc

Crit.stress
i.te.sily
factor
Strengthreduction
factor
Parameterofwind qx<trnm
Parameter.1wind speclrurn
Shapepxam ofWeibultdktr.
Scalepram. ofWeibulldktr.
Maximum undetectable
cracksite
M,nirnwndetectable
cracksize
Parmeier inE.+ 48
Maximum allowable
cracksite
R.?sid.d
strength
ratio
Gra<itatfe.d
w.elera$
ion
Number ofinspections
Parameterappearing
inEq. 39

~o...

374.0 210,0
357.0 209.0
344.0 207.0
321.0 205.0
205.0 203.0
110.0 118.0
40.1 46.5

98.2
102.0
105.0
110.0
118.0
126.0
53.2

value

Desc,:PtmnofParameters

Flexibility

~-,

Parmetcr
Values for Refiab,fity Analysis Under
Random Loading and Periodic Inspections

30.8
33.6
35.8
40.1
46.5
53.2
58.8

: z = ft ; M = kips sec’lft ; CM = kips d/ft
;
CM = kips sec2/ft’
; V = fta ; A = ft2 ; K-l
=
ft/kipa
Note : 1 ft = 0.3048 m ; lkips sec’fft = 14.6 kN se.’/m ;
1 fts = 0.0248 m’ ;
1 ftz = 0.093 m; ; 1 ft/kip = 0.685 x 10-4 m/N

0,04in
1.9X1O-,O
4.0
I.5x10-4[,”7
0.184Hz
14400.0.,.
25 w..
58 ksi
0.1
lW W1/i.t/l
4.0
0.W81
0.74
4
50,0years
0.02in
0.3in
0.125
7,0in
0.43
386.4in/sec2
25
115

Units

TABLE 1.

Note : 1 in = 25.4 mm ; 1 ksi = 6.89 Mp.

Natural Fre.mencien - Standard Deviation of
Deck D~plac~ment and Velocity Due to Diferent
Average Wind Speeds

--7-

M.S.L.
‘F2 +’

50 ft/8-

25 ft/sec

F3 +

g

..

0,

Frq.
[Hzl

p) [ft/=1

0.18
0.35
0.58
0.82
1.04
1.68
3.01

0.2300,269
0.2!340.244
0.1940.226
0.1630.191
0.1190.143
0,0750.095
0.022 0.045

1

F4 +

[ftl\ft/see]
0.5C60.489
0.4620.445
0.4210.408
0,3400.335
0.2320.237
0.1360.146
0.0560.064

F54

F6 +

..

u“

104ft/*ec

150ft/8ec

..

..

.,

.*

F7 +

[rt] [ft/,m]
0.8720.W9
0.8KI0.5S1
0.7260.506
0.5700.405
0.3710.274
0.2050.160
0.0790.066

[ft][ft/.-]
1.6150.809
1.4910.742
1.3.59
0.673
1.0700.S30
0.6900.347
0.3760.194
0.1420.075

[ft][ft/sw]

i

4.607 1.450
4.299 1.342
3.97.51.228
3,2310.978
2.1770.642
1.2340.355
0.4840.135

a) OFFSHORE

FIG. I

Note : 1 ft = 0.3048 m
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TOWER

,

b)

MOOEL

A Fixed Offshore Tower and itsModel
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FIG. a One-sided Spectral Densities of Ocean Wave El.
evatim

FIG. .

Probability

of Fatigue Failure’ Pf in 25 Years vs.

Nominal Stress in cv
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